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s.2013.0Abstract Let R be a 2-torsion-free prime ring with center Z(R), F a generalized derivation associ-
ated with a nonzero derivation d, L a Lie ideal of R. If ðdðuÞl1FðuÞl2dðuÞl3FðuÞl4 . . .FðuÞlk Þn ¼ 0 for all
u 2 L, where l1, l2, . . . , lk are ﬁxed non-negative integers not all zero, and n is ﬁxed positive integer,
then L ˝ Z(R). We also examine the case when R is a semiprime ring. Finally, we apply the above
result to Banach algebras.
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In all that follows, unless stated otherwise, R will be an asso-
ciative ring, Z(R) the center of R, Q its Martindale quotient
ring and U its Utumi quotient ring. The center of U, denoted
by C, is called the extended centroid of R (we refer the reader
to [1] for these objects). By a Banach algebra we shall mean
complex normed algebra A whose underlying vector space is
a Banach space. The Jacobson radical rad(A) of A is the inter-
section of all primitive ideals. If the Jacobson radical reduces
to the zero element, A is called semisimple. For any x, y 2 R,
the symbol [x, y] denotes the Lie product xy  yx. A ring R
is called 2-torsion free, if whenever 2x= 0, with x 2 R, thenm
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1.001x= 0. Recall that a ring R is prime if for any a, b 2 R,
aRb= (0) implies a= 0 or b= 0, and is semiprime if for
any a 2 R, aRa= (0) implies a= 0. An additive mapping
d:Rﬁ R is called a derivation if d(xy) = d(x)y+ xd(y) holds
for all x, y 2 R. In particular d is an inner derivation induced
by an element a 2 R, if d(x) = [a, x] for all x 2 R. The stan-
dard identity s4 in four variables is deﬁned as follows:
s4 ¼
X
1ÞsXsð1ÞXsð2ÞXsð3ÞXsð4Þ
where (1)s is the sign of a permutation s of the symmetric
group of degree 4.
Let us introduce the background of our investigation. Sing-
er and Werner [2] obtained a fundamental result which stated
investigation into the ranges of derivations on Banach alge-
bras. In [2], Singer and Werner proved that any continuous
derivation on a commutative Banach algebra has the range
in the Jacobson radical of the algebra. In this paper they con-
jectured that the continuity is not necessary. Thomas [3] veri-
ﬁed this conjecture. It is clear that the same result of Singer
and Werner does not hold in noncommutative Banachgyptian Mathematical Society. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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very interesting question is how to obtain noncommutative
version of Singer-Werner theorem. A ﬁrst answer to this prob-
lem has been obtained by Sinclair in [4]. He proved that every
continuous derivation of a Banach algebra leaves primitive ide-
als of the algebra invariant. In [5], Kim proved that if a non-
commutative Banach algebra A admits a continuous linear
Jordan derivation d such that d(x)[d(x), x]d(x) 2 rad(A) for
all x 2 A then d(A) ˝ rad(A). More recently, Park [6] proved
that if d is a linear continuous derivation of a noncommutative
Banach algebra A such that [[d(x), x], d(x)] 2 rad(A) for all
x 2 A then d(A) ˝ rad(A). In [7], Filippis extended the Park’s
result to generalized derivations. In the meanwhile many
authors obtained more information about derivations satisfy-
ing certain suitable conditions in Banach algebra. For exam-
ple, in [8] Vukman proved that if d is a linear derivation of a
noncommutative semisimple Banach algebra A such that
[d(x), x]d(x) = 0 for all x 2 A, then d= 0.
In [9], Bresˇar introduced the deﬁnition of generalized deri-
vation: an additive mapping F:Rﬁ R is called a generalized
derivation if there exists a derivation d:Rﬁ R such that
F(xy) = F(x)y+ xd(y) holds for all x, y 2 R, and d is called
the associated derivation of F. Hence, the concept of general-
ized derivations covers both the concepts of a derivation and
of a left multiplier (i.e., an additive mapping satisfying
f(xy) = f(x)y for all x, y 2 R). Basic examples are derivations
and generalized inner derivations (i.e., mappings of type
xﬁ ax+ xb for some a, b 2 R). We refer to call such map-
pings generalized inner derivations for the reason they present
a generalization of the concept of inner derivations. In [10],
Hvala studied generalized derivations in the context of alge-
bras on certain norm spaces. In [11], Lee extended the deﬁni-
tion of a generalized derivation as follows: by a generalized
derivation we mean an additive mapping F:Iﬁ U such that
F(xy) = F(x)y+ xd(y) holds for all x, y 2 I, where I is a dense
left ideal of R and d is a derivation from I into U. Moreover,
Lee also proved that every generalized derivation can be un-
iquely extended to a generalized derivation of U and thus all
generalized derivations of R will be implicitly assumed to be
deﬁned on the whole of U. Lee obtained the following: every
generalized derivation F on a dense left ideal of R can be un-
iquely extended to U and assumes the form F(x) = ax+ d(x)
for some a 2 U and a derivation d on U.
On the other hand, a well-known result of Herstein [12]
states that if q is a right ideal of R such that un = 0 for all
u 2 q, where n is a ﬁxed positive integers, then q= 0. In
[13], Chang and Lin considered the situation when
d(u)un = 0 for all u 2 q, where d is a nonzero derivation of
R. In [14], Dhara and De Filippis studied the case when
usH(u)ut = 0 for all u 2 L, where L a noncommutative Lie
ideal of R, H a generalized derivation of R and s, t are ﬁxed
nonnegative integers. More precisely, they proved the
following: Let R be a prime ring, H a nonzero generalized der-
ivation of R and L a noncommutative Lie ideal of R. Suppose
that usH(u)ut = 0 for all u 2 L. Then R satisﬁes s4, the stan-
dard identity in four variables.
The present paper is motivated by the previous results and
we here continue this line of investigation by examining what
happens a ring R (or an algebra A) satisfying the identity
ðdðuÞl1FðuÞl2dðuÞl3FðuÞl4 . . .FðuÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all u in some appro-
priate subset of R (or A).2. The results
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a 2-torsion-free prime ring with center
Z(R), F a generalized derivation associated with a nonzero
derivation d, L a Lie ideal of R. If ðdðuÞl1FðuÞl2dðuÞl3FðuÞl4
. . .FðuÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all u 2 L, where l1, l2, . . . , lk are ﬁxed non-
negative integers not all zero, and n is ﬁxed positive integer, then
L ˝ Z(R).
Proof. Suppose that L 6 # Z(R). Since R is a prime ring and F
is a generalized derivation of R, by Lee [11, Theorem 3],
F(x) = ax+ d(x) for some a 2 U. Since Char(R) „ 2 it follows
from Herstein [12, pp.4-5], that there exists a nonzero two-
sided ideal I of R such that 0 „ [I, R] ˝ L. In particular,
[I, I] ˝ L, hence without loss of generality we may assume that
L= [I, I] ˝ L. By the given hypothesis we have ðdð½x; yÞl1
Fð½x; yÞl2dð½x; yÞl3Fð½x; yÞl4 . . .Fð½x; yÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all x, y 2 I.
This implies that ðð½dðxÞ; y þ ½x; dðyÞÞl1ða½x; yþ ½dðxÞ; y
þ½x; dðyÞÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ ½dðxÞ; y þ ½x; dðyÞÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all
x, y 2 I. By Kharchenko [15], we divide the proof into two
cases:
Case 1. Let d be an outer derivation of U, then R satisﬁes
the polynomial identity ðð½s; y þ½x; tÞl1ða½x; y þ½s; y
þ½x; tÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ ½s; y þ ½x; tÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all x, y, s, t 2 I.
In particular, for x= 0, we arrive at [s, y]p = 0 for all s, y 2 I,
where p= n(l1 + l2 +   + lk), and by Herstein [16, Theorem
2], R is commutative, a contradiction.
Case 2. Let now d be the inner derivation induced by an
element q 2 Q, that is d(x) = [q, x] for all x, y 2 U. It follows
that ðð½½q; x; y þ ½x; ½q; yÞl1ða½x; y þ½½q; x; y þ½x; ½q; yÞl2
. . . ða½x; y þ ½½q; x; y þ½x; ½q; yÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all x, y 2 I. By
Chuang [17, Theorem 2], I and Q satisfy the same generalized
polynomial identities (GPIs), we have ðð½½q; x; y þ
½x; ½q; yÞl1ða½x; yþ½½q; x; y þ ½x; ½q; yÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ½½q; x; y
þ½x; ½q; yÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all x, y 2 Q. In case center C of Q is
inﬁnite, we have ðð½½q; x; y þ½x; ½q; yÞl1ða½x; y þ½½q; x; y
þ½x; ½q; yÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ½½q; x; y þ½x; ½q; yÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all
x; y 2 QCC, where C is the algebraic closure of C. Since both
Q and QCC are prime and centrally closed [18, Theorem 2.5
and Theorem 3.5], we may replace R by Q or QCC according
as C is ﬁnite or inﬁnite. Thus we may assume that R is centrally
closed over C (i.e. RC= C) which is either ﬁnite or algebra-
ically closed and ðð½½q; x; y þ ½x; ½q; yÞl1ða½x; y þ ½½q; x; y
þ½x; ½q; yÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ ½½q; x; y þ½x; ½q; yÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all
x, y 2 R. By Martindale [19, Theorem 3], RC (and so R) is a
primitive ring which is isomorphic to a dense ring of linear
transformations of a vector space V over a division ring D.
Assume that dim VDP 3.
First of all, we want to show that v and qv are linearly D-
dependent for all v 2 V. Since if qv= 0 then v, qv is D-
dependent, suppose that qv „ 0. If v and qv are D-independent,
since dim VDP 3, then there exists w 2 V such that v, qv, w are
also D-independent. By the density of R, there exists x, y 2 R
such that: xv= 0, xqv= w, xw= v;yv= 0, yqv= 0, yw= v.
These imply that v ¼ ðð½½q; x; yþ½x; ½q; yÞl1ða½x; y þ½½q; x; y
þ½x; ½q; yÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ ½½q; x; y þ½x; ½q; yÞlkÞnv ¼ 0v ¼ 0,
Generalized derivations with power values in rings and Banach algebras 77which is a contradiction. So we conclude that v and qv are
linearly D-dependent for all v 2 V.
Our next goal is to show that there exists b 2 D such that
qv= vb for all v 2 V. In fact, choose v, w 2 V linearly
independent. Since dim VDP 3, then there exists u 2 V such
that u, v, w are linearly independent, and so bu, bv, bw 2 D such
that qu= ubu, qv= vbv, qw= wbw, that is q(u+ v+ w) = u-
bu + vbv + wbw. Moreover q(u+ v+ w) = (u+ v+ w)-
bu+v+w for a suitable bu+v+w 2 D. Then 0 = u(bu+v+w  bu)
+ v(bu+v+w  bv) + w(bu+v+w  bw) and because u, v, w are
linearly independent, bu = bv = bw = bu+v+w, that is b does
not depend on the choice of v. Hence now we have qv= vb for
all v 2 V.
Now for r 2 R, v 2 V, we have
(rq)v= r(qv) = r(vb) = (rv)b= q(rv), that is [q, R]V= 0.
Since V is a left faithful irreducible R-module, hence
[q, R] = 0, i.e. q 2 Z(R) and so d= 0, a contradiction.
Suppose now that dim VD 6 2.
In this case R is a simple GPI-ring with 1, and so it is a
central simple algebra ﬁnite dimensional over its center. By
Lanski [20, Lemma 2], it follows that there exists a suitable
ﬁled F such that R ˝Mk(F), the ring of all k · k matrices over
F, and moreover Mk(F) satisﬁes the same GPI as R.
Assume kP 3, by the same argument as in the above, we
can get a contradiction.
Obviously if k= 1, then R is commutative, again a
contradiction.
Thus we may assume that k= 2, i.e., R ˝M2(F), where
M2(F) satisﬁes ðð½½q; x; y þ ½x; ½q; yÞl1ða½x; y þ½½q; x; y
þ½x; ½q; yÞl2 . . . ða½x; y þ ½½q; x; y þ ½x; ½q; yÞl kÞn ¼ 0. Denote
eij the usual matrix unit with 1 in (i, j)-entry and zero
elsewhere. Let [x, y] = [e21, e11] = e21. It is easy to see that
ððqe21  e21qÞl1 ðae21 þ qe21  e21qÞl2 . . . ðae21 þ qe21 e21qÞlkÞn
¼ 0. Right multiplication by e21 in the above equation gives
thatð1Þmðe 21qÞme21 ¼ ððqe21  e21qÞl1ðae21 þqe21  e21qÞl2 . . .
ðae21 þ qe21  e21qÞlkÞne21 ¼ 0e21 ¼ 0, where
m= n(l1 + l2 +   + lk). Set q ¼ q11 q12q21 q22
 
, then by cal-
culation we ﬁnd that ð1Þm 0 0
qm12 0
 
¼ 0, which implies that
q12 = 0. Similarly we can see that q21 = 0. Therefore q is
diagonal in M2(F). Let f 2 Aut(M2(F)). Since ðð½½fðqÞ;fðxÞ;
fðyÞþ½fðxÞ; ½fðqÞ;fðyÞÞl1 ðfðaÞ½fðxÞ;fðyÞþ½½fðqÞ;fðxÞ;fðyÞþ½fðxÞ;
½fðqÞ; fðyÞÞl2 . . . ðfðaÞ½fðxÞ; fðyÞ þ ½½fðqÞ; fðxÞ; fðyÞ þ ½fðxÞ; ½fðqÞ;
fðyÞÞl kÞn ¼ 0 so f(q) must be a diagonal matrix in M2(F). In
particular, let f(x) = (1  eij)x(1 + eij) for i „ j, then
f(q) = q+ (qii  qjj)eij, that is qii = qjj for i „ j. This implies that
q is central in M2(F), which leads to d= 0, a contradiction. This
completes the proof of the theorem. h
The following example demonstrates that R to be prime is
essential in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.
Example 2.2. Let Z be the ring of integers. Set
R ¼ a b
0 c
 
ja; b; c 2 Z
 
and L ¼ 0 b
0 0
 
jb 2 Z
 
. Wedeﬁne the following maps: F
a b
0 c
 
¼ a 2b
0 0
 
.
d
a b
0 c
 
¼ 0 b
0 0
 
. Then it is easy to see that L is a Lie
ideal and F is a generalized derivation associated with a
nonzero derivation d of R. Moreover, it is straightforward to
check that F satisﬁes the property ðdðuÞl1FðuÞl2dðuÞl3FðuÞl4
. . .FðuÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all u 2 L, where l1, l2, . . . , lk and n are ﬁxed
positive integers, however L 6 # Z(R).
Corollary 2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion-free prime ring, F a general-
ized derivation associated with a nonzero derivation d. If
ðdðrÞl1FðrÞl2dðrÞl3FðrÞl4 . . .FðrÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all r 2 R, where
l1, l2, . . . , lk are ﬁxed non-negative integers not all zero, and n
is ﬁxed positive integer, then R is commutative.
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion-free semiprime ring, F a gen-
eralized derivation associated with a nonzero derivation d. If
ðdðrÞl1FðrÞl2dðrÞl3FðrÞl4 . . .FðrÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all r 2 R, where
l1, l2, . . . , lk are ﬁxed non-negative integers not all zero, and n
is ﬁxed positive integer, then there exists a central idempotent
element e in U such that on the direct sum decomposition
R = eU ¯ (1  e)U, d vanishes identically on eU and the ring
(1  e)U is commutative.
Proof. We are given that ðdðrÞl1FðrÞl2dðrÞl3FðrÞl4 . . .FðrÞlkÞn ¼ 0
for all r 2 R. Since R is semiprime and F is a generalized der-
ivation of R, by Lee [11, Theorem 3], F(x) = ax+ d(x) for
some a 2 U. And hence we have ðdðrÞl1 ðarþ dðrÞÞl2dðrÞl3
ðarþ dðrÞÞl4 . . . ðarþ dðrÞÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all r 2 R. By Lee [22,
Theorem 3], R and U satisfy the same differential identities,
then ðdðrÞl1 ðarþ dðrÞÞl2dðrÞl3 ðarþ dðrÞÞl4 . . . ðarþ dðrÞÞlkÞn ¼
0 for all r 2 U. Let B be the complete Boolean algebra of idem-
potents in C and M be any maximal ideal of B. Since U is a
B-algebra orthogonal complete [21, p.42], and MU is a prime
ideal of U, which is d-invariant. Denote U ¼ U=MU and d
the derivation induced by d on U, i.e., dðuÞ ¼ dðuÞ for all
u 2 U. For all r;2 U; ðdðrÞl1ðarþ dðrÞl2 dðrl3ðarþ dðrÞl4 . . . ðarþ
dðrÞlkÞn ¼ 0. It is obvious that U is prime. Therefore by Corol-
lary 2.3, we have either U is commutative or d ¼ 0, that is
either d(U) ˝MU or [U, U] MU. Hence d(U)[U, U] ˝MU,
where MU runs over all prime ideals of U. Since \MMU= 0,
we obtain d(U)[U, U] = 0.
By using the theory of orthogonal completion for semi-
prime rings (see [1], Chapter 3), it is clear that there exists a
central idempotent element e in U such that on the direct sum
decomposition R= eU ¯ (1  e)U, d vanishes identically on
eU and the ring (1  e)U is commutative. This completes the
proof of the theorem. h
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a 2-torsion-free non-commutative
Banach algebra with Jacobson radical rad(A). Let
F = La + d be a continuous generalized derivation of R, where
La denote the left multiplication by some element a 2 A and d is
the associated derivation of A. If ðdðrÞl1FðrÞl2dðrÞl3FðrÞl4
. . .FðrÞlkÞn 2 radðAÞ for all r 2 A, where l1, l2, . . . , lk are ﬁxed
non-negative integers not all zero, and n is ﬁxed positive integer,
then d(A) ˝ rad(A).
78 S. HuangProof. By the hypothesis F is continuous and moreover since it
is well-known that La also continuous, we get that d is contin-
uous. In [4], Sinclair proved that any continuous derivation of
a Banach algebra leaves the primitive ideals invariant. Hence,
for any primitive ideal P of A, it is obvious that
F(P) ˝ aP+ d(P) ˝ P. It means that the continuous general-
ized derivation F leaves the primitive ideals invariant. Denote
A=P ¼ A for any primitive ideals P. Thus we can deﬁne the
generalized derivation FP : A ! A by FPðxÞ ¼ FPðxþ PÞ ¼
FðxÞ þP ¼ axþ dðxÞ þ P ¼ axþ dPðxÞ for all x 2 A, where
A=P ¼ A is a factor Banach algebra. Since P is a primitive
ideal, the factor algebra A is primitive and so it is prime.
The hypothesis ðdðrÞl1 FðrÞl2dðrÞl3FðrÞl4 . . .FðrÞlkÞn 2 radðAÞ
for all r 2 A, yields that ðdPðrÞl1FPðrÞl2 ðdPðrÞl3FPðrÞl4
. . .FPðrÞlkÞn ¼ 0 for all r 2 A. From Corollary 2.3, it is imme-
diate that either A is commutative or d ¼ 0, that is
[A, A] ˝ P or d(A) ˝ P.
Now we assume that P is a primitive ideal such that A is
commutative. In [2] Singer and Werner proved that any
continuous linear derivation on a commutative Banach algebra
maps the algebra into the radical. Furthermore by a result of
Jonhson and Sinclair [23], any linear derivation on semisimple
Banach algebra is continuous. We know that there are no non-
zero linear continuous derivations on commutative semisimple
Banach algebras. Therefore d ¼ 0 in A.
Hence in any case we get d(A) ˝ P for all primitive ideal P
of A. Since rad(A) is the intersection of all primitive ideals, we
get d(A) ˝ rad(A), we get the required conclusion. hAcknowledgments
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